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ContentsUnseen! 3 - Changes

Unseen is a collective committed
to encouraging creativity. Our mission
is to establish a platform for diverse
creative expression whilst building a
supportive online community. Our
quarterly webzine, Unseen! showcases
recent work from emerging artists and
writers.

For our autumn issue we’ve
asked contributors to reflect on
changes - locally, globally; personally,
culturally. Change is non-negotiable,
as liberating as it annihilating - we
need it and resist it in equal measure.

Basho wrote at the start of
oku-no-hosomihchi:

The moon and sun are eternal travellers. Even
the years wander on. A lifetime adrift in a
boat or in old age leading a tired horse into the
years, every day is a journey and the journey
itself is home.

We’d like to thank everyone
involved in the Unseen! community
for making our zine possible.

Submission guidelines can be
found at the end of the zine and on
our website.

Contact
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Web
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Instagram
@_unseencollective_
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Arts for All
All proceeds from issue 3 go to Arts
For All, a charity offering art therapy
in Hackney and Tower Hamlets. Their

weekly sessions offer long-term
support to people from disadvantaged
communities and those with special
needs, helping them build up their
confidence and making a huge

difference to their lives. Donate via:
https://www.justgiving.com/
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Meg

Who knows when we will meet again?

I see you hiding in the folds

of strangers’ eyes. No wonder then -

as layered up as marigolds -

your muffled cries can’t reach your ears.

You tell the world that you’re ok,

that on your cheek is dew, not tears,

but still your voice drifts far away.

It flies like dandelion seeds,

dispersing in the morning blue,

and in their stead grow so-called weeds

persistent, bold and bright as you.

For even softly spoken words

reach patient ears and open minds

just like the distant song of birds.

What beauty you will leave behind!
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Maiden

Origami man let me unfold you

Heavenly is the hush when paper cuts

bleeding, basking your demons. Why do you

carry this weight alone? Do not count on luck -

count on my love, the infinite petals

from the flowers you pluck. To love you not!

When heavy is my love there is metal

in my blood. Like the tree whose trunk is cut.

Heavier than a thousand paper weights,

though not heavy enough to take away

the pain, you fold away until you ache

Hangman there is no need for you to sway

You have my word that I will share your name

One wish, for you I fold a thousand cranes
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Rob

O’ mind that moves me to tears and to towns,

forever searching for lights to enchant -

When fear can subside and new life abounds,

and embers of good build nests in my heart,

O’ town that moves me to make up my mind:

I fell for your laughter and sea breezes,

for your warm lights and hearts and smiles kind,

trading tenser times for present eases,

but sharp are unspoken arrows of chance,

and my love can splinter without warning,

edges of knives can be platforms to dance

yet they bury their darkness in awnings.

As patterings of freezing rain subside -

I am born a child of changing tides.
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Moeez Munshi

A cyclist surrounded by changing features, digital photography.
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@moenum

https://www.instagram.com/moenum


Nefeli Poyiatzi

Forgetting For memory presents itself

so briefly, with such little depth.

Like digging the soil and

putting the shovel down

after a hard layer of twigs;

defeated by your own inability to

persevere,

recall,

make a note of.

You forget.

Memory-ridden in tongues

unknown,

doors open in the eye of your mind

to slides of colours –

but your mind is not yours

to choose one and take it.

You stumble and fall face-down

only to be thrown off track,

back into the abyss.

Sometimes forgetting on the go,

a wrong turn past familiar streets

paved with years of routine,

the lemon trees,

the newspaper stand –

the blank.

More often, nowhere far at all,

just sitting at the kitchen table,

enjoying a plate of

pasta with a side of

inconspicuous biscuits.

How dignified you are this time

of your excellent conducting of

complete normality.

But the false glimmers of

true memory,

how draining to the level of

active oblivion.

The clock’s pointers are moving

like a child on a playground

roundabout,

each round the first one

in your mind’s eye

while you are leaking of

all image, all colour.

You close your eyes and fall asleep.

Maybe this time you’ll fully, finally,

forget

that you are forgetting.
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This illustration by Danielle explores black hair and the experience of black
women navigating through life, alternating between black and white spaces.
“The objective here is to take all the negative words we hear being used to refer
to our hair & re-appropriate them.” More of Danielle’s work can be found on
instagram @deellustrations_

Daniella GnadouDaniella Gnadou
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But resignation was never an option,

so she moves the mountains

for the cathartic wind to pass;

and seven years later, with fists in the
air,

it does.

Nemesis

Their hubris flows like

poison in the streams;

the meander merging

into something of a holocaust,

not as distant as we think.

For there is no Mount Olympus;

no goddess Nemesis

cutting men down to size;

no divine urgency for

equilibrium restoration.

Atlas has given up carrying

the world upon his shoulders

and the lot often falls on her,

a mother with a grief

not humanly contained.

Daniella GnadouIllustration Danielle Gnadou
On October 7, 2020, the leadership of Greek neo-Nazi party Golden Dawn were found
guilty of operating as a criminal organisation. This verdict came 7 years after the murder of
Pavlos Fyssas, an anti-fascist rapper. Since his death, Pavlos’s mother, Magda, attending
almost every court session, tirelessly held the leaders of the party responsible for their crimes.
This historic conviction is a victory for justice everywhere, as it brings humanity a step closer
to eradicating a violence epidemic fueled by racism, xenophobia and homophobia.

https://www.instagram.com/deellustrations_/


Adrian Shaw is an artist and poet - more of his work can be found on
instagram @themarmaladefactory

Ana Čavič
Ana’s illustrated poem speaks for itself - wonderful and evocative drawings
reflect rich stanzas inspired by the greek myths. It is a journey. More of her work
can be found on Instagram @customeyed
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If I was thinking this thru

I’d probably be revisiting

Deleuze’d notion of time

Another rabbit hole

Just a coincidence innit

Of course

All is change

Or is it? Etc

By museums are in a

particular time of change

But outside my day to day

reality

Poetry and Illustration Adrian Shaw

https://www.instagram.com/themarmaladefactory/
https://www.instagram.com/customeyesd/
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Karen creates wonderful abstract landscape images. She enjoys the organic creative journey of painting, using colour marks and texture to express an emotional
response to nature. More of her work can be found on Instagram @karenfitzpatrickart. Original artwork, prints and cards are available. This piece is called 'Evening
Tower', a mixed media image on paper.
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Painting Karen Fitzpatrick

https://www.instagram.com/karenfitzpatrickart


‘Morning Blooms, Bredon Hill’, Karen Fitzpatrick , mixed media on paper (2020).
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‘Morning Tower’, Karen Fitzpatrick , mixed media on paper (2020).
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‘Summer Sings’, Karen Fitzpatrick , mixed media on paper (2020).
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Shreyas Bhagwat

trying to sacrifice my memories for
peace of mind, I forgot that not
everything deserves to be forgotten.
Every word you left behind is like an
embrace, every precious syllable one
I wish I could hold in my arms
again. As I brush my fingers across
the page I can feel your heart
beating on the other side, and when
I pull my hand away my fingerprints
are stained with the ink of yours. I
hope this letter finds you well; maybe
one day we will see each other in the
next life.

Yours sincerely,

Chiral

Dear,

It seems there are only two places
where we are immortal: in our words
and in the nostalgia of others, but as
I have learned now, letters can be
lost, and even our memories are not
immune fromthe ravages of time.
Time doesn’t discriminate, there is
so much about you which I wish I
could remember, and even more
which I wish I could forget. But we
only hope to have the power to
forget the things we want.

There is simply no room in our
hearts anymore to hold the burden
of so much history, so we forgetin
order to live, and in this way find a
means to go on. It is only through
abandoning our past lives that we
can change; our daily cycle of
reincarnation only serves to remind
us that every day we are only what
we remember. It is the wealth of our
experiences that is passed from
lifetime to lifetime, from one body to
the next until we are reborn into the
present.

Yet still, here I am holding your
letter, writing this on the back of the
same sheet, a treasure from a
departed past. I thought I had
burned all of the memories,
scrubbed every trace of your
existence out of my life, but when I
look at my palms now, I find
different patterns, see myself in
better realities, in other dimensions,
bigger than the ones we know. In
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the varieties of life

blending into a self-portrait

staring back up at me

Cardamom

In between the cardamom and

the dried kaffir limes

I can see entire lifetimes etched

into bottles that once read:

‘Cadbury’ or ‘Horlicks’

that contain chutneys

instead of chocolates

I hear revolutions living

in turmeric bottles

and smell histories hidden

in jasmine fragrances

I open the bottles and throw

chilli powder bloodlines

from my mother’s side

mustard seed birthmarks

from my father’s arm

saffron strands and black pepper

just like my hair

and when I look down I see



Caramel

have you ever felt sunshine

stroke your soul once again

felt it curve along the fullness of

your lips

swirl along your taste buds

before swallowing it whole?

what was it like to feel

yellow shards pierce through the

haze

waking a second dawn inside you?

did you know then

that this was the rest of your life?
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but at least I have many lives to

relive

and I know that when I remember

these days

you will be in my thoughts,

remembering with me.

To Friends

I am so loved, so intimately held

so infinitely thought of

it is the little things, like long

conversations

fighting against slumbering eyes

and the unfurling night just to enjoy

each other’s silences

the treasure of your company

was the sustenance that kept me

alive

as I walked through the many

different doors of life

the wealth of my emotions I owe to

you

the gardens lush in my mind,

to be spoiled by the past and the

present

is a gift we can only hope for in the

future

the cast of life is not always constant
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Lisa McKendrick creates surreal and impressionistic paintings containing
objects from day to day life. More of her work can be found on Instagram
@lisamckendrickart, or on her website: www.lisamckendrick.co.uk

‘Yellow Moors’, Lisa McKendrick , Oil on Canvas (2020).‘Yellow Moors’, Lisa McKendrick , Oil on Canvas (2020).

‘Blue Chevy’, Lisa McKendrick , Oil on Canvas (2020).
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Lisa McKendrick

https://instagram.com/lisamckendrickart
https://www.lisamckendrick.co.uk


‘Close encounters’, Ursula Vargas, Oil on canvas, 2020.

Ursula Vargas
Ursula creates dystopian landscapes using a variety of media. This oil painting, “Close Encounters”, is typical of her work, more of which can be found on her Instagram
@ursulavargas_art and her website, www.ursulavargas.com
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https://www.instagram.com/ursulavargas_art/
https://www.ursulavargas.com


‘Where the Braves Die’, Oil on wood, reused cardboard and recycled perspex, Ursula
Vargas, 2020.
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‘Self-portrait’, spraypaint, rubbish, cling-film on wood. Ursula Vargas (2020)
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‘Where the Braves Die’, Oil on
wood, recycled perspex, 2020.
‘Where the Braves Die’, Oil on
wood, recycled perspex, 2020.



‘Accion poetica, oil on canvas. Ursula Vargas (2020)
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Sunset Marsha GoreSunset Marsha Gore
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beneath the horizon

its yellow glow slowly went,

like an angel in the midst of ascent,

clouds parted to reveal

Sunset Marsha Gore @workbymarsha

a captivating moment as

hints of blue and violet lights signified

a transition so elegant, the perfect sight

for those who laid eyes upon the skies.

https://www.instagram.com/workbymarsha


Anis is a London based digital artist and animator who creates futuristic
landscapes and abstract, looping animations - both of which can be found on
Instagram @magmart_

Gear World Anis GhebacheGear World Anis
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https://www.instagram.com/magmart_/


Amelia paints scenes from her life with a variety of techniques. Her eclectic
work, including more like this, can be found on her Instagram
@sunflowersingaellic

Manuela Capraro is a London based artist who works with a variery of
media. More of her work can be found on her Instagram @manula_capraro

The Thames at Sunset Amelia Francis Johnson
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Change Manuela Capraro

https://www.instagram.com/sunflowersingaillac/
https://www.instagram.com/manuela_capraro/


Carmen Ahwack
Carmen is an illustrator and graphic designer that uses a minimalistic style to
create compelling images. Her work is collated on Instagram @_carmah_
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https://www.instagram.com/_carmah_/


Frommy glass house Elinor Stokes

When I was young, I yearned to see

What this great big world had in store for me

A writer, a fighter, a doctor of dreams

A scientist who studied moon beams

I’d trot around the globe alone

Exploring cities and cultures unknown

But as I grew I began to feel

These big glass walls close around me like steel

From this cruel prison, I peered out

Watching, as in the shadows, creatures gathered

Pacing, prowling, straining to breakout,

Preying on the spirit of those they battered

All these uncontrollable beasts

To be pitied and protected

On trains, in schools, at midday in streets

Always defended and never affected

When I cry for help, expose an attack

Lay it out bare - my despair I proclaim

The whispering mob turned instead on me

Unpicking my life and finding me to blame

You look into my eyes

When he’s bashed in my head

And say; “When you die at a pedestrian crossing

You were right, but you’re dead.”

As if it were I, that had made a mistake

For leaving the glass house and living my life

For wearing a skirt or going out at night

How could I forget? Why couldn’t I see?

I am a girl. The fault lies with me.
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Anna uses a variety of materials to create expressive portraits that burst with
emotion. Her work can be found @annikaninchen403

Anna Kinchen
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https://www.instagram.com/annikaninchen403/
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Change can set the mind on new trajectories but what directions do they lead

One man can sit to lament at how lost he feels at the loss of scourge

While another will rise to the responsibility of grief

Change can set minds on new trajectories but what direction do they lead

A family can move from rough parts to new starts, clinging to what was before

Another ruined by circumstance will downsize and learn to foster grateful hearts

Change can set minds on a new trajectory but what direction do they lead

A nation in midst of plagues, pestilence and poverty can cause them to create

chaos in other countries

Yet others with histories of war and violence will create beautiful tapestries of

culture and art

Change can set minds on a new trajectory but what nice directions do they lead

Streets littered can be unlettered if unpicked from what was dropped

Dropping crime levels but houses rise higher than those local can acquire

Change can set minds on a new trajectory but nice direction they lead

While funny fellows make plans for increasing funds

The funds multiply toward the highest paid ones

Change can set minds on a new trajectory and nicely they lead
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Özlem Unat @ozbarb_

https://www.instagram.com/ozbarb_/


To disguising hollow hearts, filling voids with different experiences

Expressionless and full of nothing but contempt for existence

Change can set you on a new trajectory and they lead

To your free will being your tool, take it and chisel

Changing, changing but never transforming

Until you correctly align to the right direction

Change sets you on a new trajectory and they lead

To the very start

The fall

Jorja is a London based artist who paints surreal portraits. Her work is on
both Instagram @jorjapaints and her website: https://www.jorjapaints.co.uk
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Painting Jorja

https://www.instagram.com/jorjapaints/
https://www.jorjapaints.co.uk


Kimberly creates beautiful illustrations with both digital and traditional
media. She also writes and illustrates comics, such as the white deer, featured
on the opposite page. Her work is on Instagram @kimliz.art

‘Obscured Figure’ is about how we get lost in cities.

Kimberly Willshire
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https://www.instagram.com/kimliz.art/


‘Freedom’ is inspired by the practise of freeing yourself from negative thoughts by writing them down, creating space for positivity.
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‘Mirror’ is an illustration of an original character - how do our internal struggles change the way we view ourselves?
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Mayara, also known as Counternorm, creates mind-blowing visuals and poetry that mesh together, celebrating human complexity. More of Mayara’s work can be
found on Instagram @counternorm and at www.counternorm.com

Words and Visuals Mayara G. Deo
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https://www.instagram.com/counternorm/
https://www.counternorm.com
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My Pain(t) Always Shows Grey

I have an illness

and I find paint solves my issue well

not solves but

dissolves

makes the water murkier but the

mud

easier to move through

the muck that rests in my brain if

left untouched too long

if hidden away too long begins to

disturb my

blood

If its’ circulation comes to a halt my

circulation comes to a halt

I have an illness

and spoken therapy only goes so far

medication I am scared to try

what if one day I just decide

to pop them all at once?

No

I mustn’t

I know there’s more after this world I

know

I mustn’t I mustn’t

But I have isolated now

my partner, my councillor, my rock

can’t really help soothe the water no

more

So I

I must open the valve to the well in

my depths allow the water, the

nutrient to

mellow the mud

So I paint

I paint my darkness

I spit on the canvas

I rip the core

my scrotum burns of purgatory

sanctioned I’ve allowed it to sit too

long

My body is in pain

my soul distressed

my head wants head porn makes me

forget just for a little while then I’m

back

staring at the empty filled room

The room I have decided to make

mine The plants I have decided to

be mine The shadows I see

as mine

The paint sits on my skin

on my clothes

once I’m done spilling my soul

and I let it be there

I love seeing its traces for days to

come

I love to be reminded that I have a

beautiful escape

I love being reminded that there are

some days where I fill the whole with

water

with nutrient

And I

I love to be reminded that I’m whole

that I am gray

That my brain may see two colors

but my pain(t) always

shows grey.
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drawn to - like home.

I seem to have always cut

connections through naïve instinct (a

developed mechanism) for I found

the idea of a fresh start to always be

more important than continuum.

And still, that cycle has not ended

it has actually propelled me into a

pool of saddened, non-happenings.

For now, I struggle to keep

connections.

For now, I struggle to finish a book.

For now, I struggle to see the bigger

picture. And it has gotten me in a

loop.

This is not the first time I have tried

University. This is not the first time

that I move out of home.

The Building Within Me

Difficulty to formulate is not what

holds me back it’s the idea that

I am not worthy – I won’t keep

track.

My work is being done all in my

head

I am finding a way to compute it all

back

back into physicality – where matter

seems to matter.

but to find this physicality one must

be allowed to explore its materiality.

I have never had a grounded home –

what to other’s are roots, to me are

ripples on water. meaning that water

in its natural, is where I felt most

102

The building within me is securing

the water for droughts, in the near

The focus within me will patiently

shine out in form of competence, in

the clear The building within has

been built out of breakage – from

cycles of hate, dread and

misunderstood “danger”.

The reason behind this invisible

growth

is actually to prepare my being for

the way of ‘The New’ –

where we can “see” those who have

left us – those who are with us,

where we can “see” the potential in

energy,

where we can find the link to future

pieces and attract them.

Where we can be one with the

Universum (combined into one,

But it will be the last time I forget to

consider

how benefit-filled the state of

accomplishment is to one’s inner.

And so, I write:

My work now comes in form of

inner action

My work has now become invisible

to those who don’t see my patterns –

my work to those is now considered

less of an art form and more of a

slacker’s.

I could show you my progress. I

could gloat on my efforts. But I am

here to tell you that there’s more

behind ‘action’.
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whole).

The building within me is building a

forest

on top of the iceberg that we all

carry within us.

The iceberg of past livings, of paths

chosen, of darker stories. The

iceberg from which we are only of

‘the tip’ knowing.

The creating I’m doing will

in its own moment, shine and give

fruit.

For now, I am reading and learning

about the surrounding Ether that

connects our matter - that is: what

matters.

“And so on”, I write.
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Iona’s illustrations can be found on Instagram @dummyyart. She uses bold lines to
create compelling work both digitally and traditionally.

Iona Taaffe
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You turned my insides violet

It happened so swiftly

I was killing myself out of burden

A summer fly caught in nectar

I was a bin chockablock

With sterile kids

I was a slug in salted peanuts

Mute until pissed

You found me on a hot walk home

My bag of junk weighing me down

You wore a dress made of splendid

skies

And welcomed me in

To a violet world with you

And now I make honey

And play the violin

A purple witness drinking on

the border of a present thrill

Hope in August @terriblenova1990

https://www.instagram.com/dummyart
https://www.instagram.com/terriblenova1990/


Arantxa creates eclectic surreal illustrations, more of which can be found on
Instagram @jabato_ilustracion

Arantxa Jabto
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https://www.instagram.com/jabato_ilustracion/


Mitra’s amazing monochrome pen and ink drawings are collated on
Instagram @rainy.madam.blanche
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The vines between yesterday
and tomorrow

I kept telling myself,

it’s okay,

hold on.

Those dark days will end.

Those bad dreams will detect

the enlightenment.

The sun never aroused on my

borders.

The wind has faded behind my

dead forests.

I pushed my chains between

the dimness of my yesterday

and the enigma of my present,

no salvation, no redemption,

and no faith.

We are troops of aliens with no

identity floating between the

layers of familiarity.

Michel Ahwach @michelahwach Mitra Faraz

Amaze yourself with new thoughts and beginnings.

https://www.instagram.com/rainy.madame.blanche/
https://www.instagram.com/michelahwach/


G. Shafi is a painter and islamic calligrapher whose work can be found on
Instagram @artbygshafi

Cicely Whitehead

incase you wake

your neighbours

and they get the same idea.

The birds in the park

are thrilled

at the sun’s arrival.

It’s been too long

since the last sunrise

and they sing for a new dawn

like it’s their first.

I walk in the middle of the road.

I walk in the middle of houses

I can’t afford

and decide that

walking

at this hour

beats four floors and a balcony

and original stained glass.

I jump as I see a boy in front,

On The Morning After Joe

Biden is Made President Elect

Today, everything is different.

The sun broke through

in flames

and seared my room

in gold.

The chance of an extra

couple of hours

would have been appealing

yesterday

but today is not that day.

Leaving the house

on a Sunday morning

feels like holidays -

the air sits different on your skin

face puffed from the pillow

and you’re conscious

of every noise

you make
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G. Shafi

https://www.instagram.com/artbygshafi/
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and the old man

with the same idea as me.

Or maybe he has trouble sleeping

and this is late for him.

I’m not out long enough to get cold

my zip has kept in the morning

warmth

of the automatic heating

that, eight months on, we still don’t

know

how to change.

The world is waking up now.

My neighbour’s cooking bacon

which, for a staunch vegetarian,

still tempts me

on a Sunday

such as this.

The world is waking up

and the man opposite is dancing

in silhouette.

feel momentarily jealous

as he approaches my preferred front

door

and smile as I hear a newspaper

hit the hallway

and he reaches for his trolley.

I don’t like that I feel this way

towards him.

I hope he spends his pay on

something nice.

The sun has moved behind the

church

and I wonder what it’s doing

to the shadows in my room,

if it’s catching the whiskers

of my cat

as he keeps watch

over my garden.

More people are out now -

diligent joggers

begrudging dog walkers

I like to think he’s watching the

news.

The mist has burnt off now

and the cars are trying to

drown out the noise of

the starlings in the sycamore.

Trying

and failing.

I will shower, eat, do other Sunday

things

on this Sunday that feels

like it doesn’t happen every week.

This one doesn’t.

Today, everything is different.



More inspired photography by Clara can be found on Instagram
@clarachicet
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Clara

https://www.instagram.com/clarchicet
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From all of the team at Unseen! - thanks for reading. It has been a pleasure

to collate this issue, celebrating our new creative community. If you’ve
enjoyed reading feel free to donate to arts for all by following this link:

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/unseencollective

Submissions
The theme of our winter issue is ‘Endings’. We accept poetry, articles and
short stories (under 500 words), illustration and photography. The deadline

for submissions is 01/03/21.

Please send any content to the editorial team via instagram or email:

@_unseencollective_

unseenwordsandvisuals@gmail.com
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